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1. Problem Statement: the concept of NbS implies a problem of collective decision-making

3. Participatory MCA for a Lahn river section in Germany

 From a set of alternatives, a group of actors decides which action is a NbS (meet the NbS criteria)

 Decision problem: to find the preferred restoration option for a weir, which
best considers different stakeholder interests ( Challenge-Orientation) and
implementation constraints ( Practical viability)

 NbS criteria: Challenge-orientation, Ecosystem process utilization, Practical viability
 Each actor perceives and judges the NbS criteria differently, based on their knowledge, beliefs and values
 Involved actors will have difficulties agreeing on the same action as NbS
 Multi-criteria analysis (MCA) as an aid to deal with these problems in a structured way
2. Research Aim
 Understanding how government representatives judge and discuss the suitability of alternatives as NbS for
a concrete problem at stake
(1) Which alternative do individuals believe is most suitable as NbS?
(2) How does the personal values of representatives change the personal preferences on suitable NbS?

 4 Alternatives: doing-nothing (A0), small ecological measures (A1), nearnatural bypass channel (A2), restoration of cut-off meander (A3); degree of
human intervention increases form A0 to A3 ( Ecosystem process
utilization)

 9 Criteria including stakeholder objectives (e.g. flood protection, navigation,
biodiversity, water quality) and implementation constraints (e.g. investment
costs, acceptance)
 Evaluation during a one-day workshop with 11 representatives of various
water authorities, done by each representatives and in small groups
4. Preliminary results
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Beliefs: what a person holds to be true,
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Figure 1: Collective decision-making process adapted from Elster (2005)

 When ignoring personal values, doing-nothing or small restoration
interventions are often preferred





Beliefs are expressed in the
subjective judgements of the
performances
Values are expressed in the criteria
weighting

 When considering personal values, in tendency, higher degrees of restoration
interventions are preferred
 Excluding criteria performances with stated uncertain knowledge, decisions
are more often made for higher degrees of restoration interventions
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Figure 2: Sankey diagram showing the shift of ipersonal preferences for the alternatives
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